
Armed Man: A Mass for Peace Program Notes 
 

Welsh composer/performer Karl Jenkins began as a jazz soloist after studies at 
Cardiff University and the Royal Academy of Music in London.  Later he won awards for 
his advertising music, including the catchy theme for De Beers diamonds.  He has now 
topped the classical charts around the world for his Adiemus choral projects and various 
classical works.  Britain's Royal Armouries, in order to mark the millennium, 
commissioned the composition of a mass that would reflect on war and peace in a multi-
cultural, global society.  

In The Armed Man Jenkins has fashioned a work that uses the ancient mass 
structure to communicate a powerful message for world peace.  To this end, the 
composition uses lyrics from classic poets, Biblical verses, and traditional mass, as well 
as from Muslim, Hindu, and Japanese sources.  It must also be noted that the powerful 
imagery of this song cycle cannot easily be separated from world events.  Jenkins 
acknowledges this fact as he dedicates the work to the victims of the Kosovo tragedy.  At 
the present time this composition rings true once again, and the incorporation of both 
Christian and Muslim texts and melodies provides a powerful commentary on the 
disagreements between followers of these and other faiths. 

Many masses in the 15th and 16th centuries were based on popular songs of the 
period. One of the most famous tunes was L’Homme Armé (The Armed Man) from the 
court of Charles the Bold of Burgundy around 1455.  Thirty masses were written on this 
melody.  Jenkins felt that the song’s message:  “the armed man must be feared” was 
painfully appropriate to our modern times. 

The initial part of the Mass has a strong military cast, with incessant drumbeat as 
the choir sings the theme tune.  The menacing Sanctus has a primitive character 
suggesting the inevitable beginning of war.  Trumpet calls and drums bring on war and its 
uncontrolled destruction.  

There is a poem about the Hiroshima atom bomb attack written by a poet who 
was there and later died of leukemia.  A passage from the Indian epic The Mahabharata 
illustrates that such mass destruction is not necessarily just a 20th century phenomenon. 
The next section mourns the dead, remembering that one death alone is one too many.  A 
reading concerns the sense of loss and guilt felt by many survivors of the First World 
War when they returned home but their friends did not.  The Benedictus tries to heal the 
wounds with faith in God and mankind.    

The final movement begins as an upbeat conclusion, but with the dire threat of the 
returning Armed Man theme taking us back to the 15th century.  However, this stirring 
motif is followed by a simple chorale based upon Revelations, promising that “… God 
shall wipe away all tears… And there shall be no more death.”   This must be the fervent 
prayer of us all:  Dona Nobis Pacem (Give Us Peace). 


